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Introduction.

Several years ago Ishihara [1], [2] introduced the concept of the half-symmetric
^-connection and semi-symmetric ^-connection in an almost complex manifold.

In the present paper, we study about a half-symmetric metric ^-connection and
a semi-symmetric metric ^-connection in an almost Hermitian manifold M2n and
obtain some interesting results. In §1, we get a necessary and sufficient condition
that an almost Hermitian manifold may admit a half-symmetric metric ^-connection
or a semi-symmetric metric ^-connection. In § 2, we determine the semi-symmetric
metric ^-connection that an Hermitian manifold may admit.

§1. Half-symmetric metric ^-connection and semi-symmetric metric ^-connec-
tion on an almost Hermitian manifold.

Let M2n be an almost Hermitian manifold having an almost Hermitian structure

0/iΛ*), ^X*)) That is,

t (i) φ*.aφ?j=-δ}9

(i. i) I
1 (ii) gabφ?ίψb.j=Qij.

As is well known, the Nijenhuis tensor Nl.jk(x) of an almost complex structure
φ]j(x) is given by

(1. 2) *̂ = (^σ,^-^j,α)^*-(^α,*-^*,α)Λ.

In the case of My*(a?)=0, the almost complex structure is integrable and conse-
quently the M2n becomes an Hermitian manifold.

In an almost Hermitian manifold M2n, we consider a metric ^-connection E}k(x)\

(1.3) gjk/h=gjkth-gakE^h-gjaE^h=Of

(1. 4) φij/k^φ'jik+φΐjEίi-φτaEJ^Q.

As is easily seen from (1. 3), such a E}k(x) is given by

(1.5) £}* = {Λ}+Sίyt+S;?+Si ;,

where, {/fc} is the Christoffel symbol formed by gtfa) and Sί/Λ is the torsion

tensor of Ejk:
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(1. 6) Sijk= ~ (Efr-Eίj), Sjϊ =flr,αS?tt</6*.

On the other hand, φij=gίaφ?j is, as is seen from (1. 1), skew-symmetric with
respect to i and j. Consequently,

(1. 7) ψijk=ψij,k+ψjk,i+φkι,j

is skew-symmetric in all the indices. Taking notice of (1. 3), we have easily from
(L 4)

(1. 8) φijk= -2(Sajkφ

And we see that Nijtc=0 is equivalent to

(1. 9) Sij^Sacφtjφΐk+Sajcφΐiφϊk+Sattφΐiφϊj.

N.B. In [5], Yano and Mogi conclude that Ni.jk=Q is equivalent to

(1. 10) Sij^Stocφϊjφ'.k+

but in general this conclusion does not hold. The necessary and sufficient condition
that (1. 9), (1. 10) may be equivalent is that Sijk is skew-symmetric in all the
indices. In the case that this condition is satisfied, comparing (1. 8) with (1. 10), we
haveυ

(1. 9)' Sijk= -^-φabcφ^jφc.k.

As is well known, we define the following operators Φa (α=l, 2, 3, 4):

Φ, Tjt = *O$ ? Tba = ~- (δffi + Λ ίΛ) Tba.

Now, we assume that the metric ^-connection E}h is half -symmetric in the
sense of [1], [2]. That is,

(1. 11) 0ιΦ3S^=0*40c

6£S?c,=0.

As is easily seen, this can be rewritten as follows:

1) Compare Theorem 3. 2 in [5].
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(1.12) SijΛ-Siύcφίjφ^+Sajcφ^i+Saύ^iφ^O.

Hence from (1. 9) and (1. 12), in an Hermitian manifold, as a necessary and sufficient
condition that a metric ^-connection Ejk may be half -symmetric, we obtain

(1. 13) SiJtί=Sibcφίjφc.k.

This can be rewritten as follows:

(1. 130 SiJcφ
c.k = Sinφ*j.

Since this shows that SiJCφ
c.k is symmetric with respect to j and k, we have the

following

PROPOSITION 1.1. In an Hermitian manifold M2n, a necessary and sufficient
condition that a metric ψ-connection Ejk(x) may be half -symmetric is that Sίjcφ

c.k is
symmetric with respect to j and k.

Next we assume that in an almost Hermitian manifold, a metric ^-connection
Ejk(x) is semi-symmetric in the sense of [1], [2].2) That is

(1. 14)
n n

As is easily seen, this can be rewritten as

(1.15) Sij* = -y- (SjQijc — SkQίj + φikφ
b.jSb — ψijφc.icSc).

In this case we see that (1. 9) holds identically. That is, the following Pro-
position is obtained:

PROPOSITION 1. 2. When an almost Hermitian manifold M2n admits a semi-
symmetric metric φ-connection, the M2n is an Hermitian manifold,

N.B. As is directly seen from (1. 15)

Sijcφ
c.k= -^ (φίkSj+φijSk—gίjφ'ϊkSc—ΰίkφϊjSi))

holds. Since this is obviously symmetric with respect to j and k, from Proposition
1. 1 we see that the semi-symmetric metric ^-connection is half -symmetric. This
is known from the general theory in [1],

Now we suppose that an Hermitian manifold M2n admits a semi-symmetric
metric ^-connection. Substituting (1. 15) into (1. 8), we have

2
(1. 16) ψijk= -- (φjuSi+ψkiSj+φijSk).

Contracting on both sides of this with φjk, we obtain

2) The definition of semi-symmetric connection in [1], [2] is different from the de-
finition in [5],
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(1.17) yttcp6^--4**"1* Sif

and for w^i, eliminating Si from (1. 16) and (1. 17), we get

(1. 18) φtjk= 2 . _ ̂  (<f>jk<f>ib

Summing up the result, we see that in order that an Hermitian manifold M2n

may admit a semi-symmetric metric ^-connection, it is necessary that (1. 18) holds.
Conversely, we assume that an Hermitian manifold M2n (n^l) satisfies (1. 18).

We consider to determine Sijk from (1. 8) and (1. 18). Now if we contract on both
sides of (1. 8) with φjk and put as

then

(1. 19) 2(n-l)Sί=n(Saύcφ?^φbc-2Sat>^gab)

is obtained. And we have, from (1. 8) and (1. 18),

(1. 20) SaJ*φ?i+Safciφ?J+SatW?k

= — (φjkSi+φkiSj+φijSk).

From (1. 19) and (1. 20), we will seek the solution Sijk satisfying

gabSaib=Si.

Since we have (1. 19) by contracting on both sides of (1. 20) with ^fe, we may
consider (1. 20) only. Then, if we put as

(1. 21) Sίjk= -^-(giΊcSj—gijSk-

from SaibQ^^Si, we get

(1. 22) Sajb

Next substituting (1. 21) into (1. 20),

(1. 23) SajJcφ?i + SaJci

is obtained. Hence if we put

(1. 24) Uijk = Sajkψ?τ

for simplicity, this uίjk should satisfy the following conditions:



(1. 25)
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( 1 )

(ii)

(iiϊ)

(i) is obtained from (1. 23), (ii) is equivalent to (1. 22) and (iii) is seen from the
fact that Sijk is skew-symmetric with respect to j and k. And the solution of (1. 20)
is given by (1. 21) and

(1. 26) Stj!c=—Uajk<P?z.

We will seek the uljk satisfying the system of equations (1. 25). However
uljk=0 obviously satisfies (1. 25), and ^=0 is obtained from (1. 26). In this case
as is seen from (1. 21), this gives the semi -symmetric metric ^-connection. Con-
sequently, when (1. 18) holds, we know that an Hermitian manifold M2n admits a
semi-symmetric metric ^-connection.

Summarizing the above, we have the following

THEOREM 1. 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that an Hermitian manifold
M2n (n^l) may admit a semi- symmetric metric φ-connection is that

(1. 18) ψijk= -^ -
Δ\n—L)

holds.

In an Hermitian manifold M2n, when the torsion tensor S^k of the metric φ-
connection Ejk is skew-symmetric in all the indices, then (1. 9)' holds. And
moreover, if this connection is half -symmetric, (1. 13) holds. Hence in an Hermitian
manifold M2n, when the torsion tensor S^k of a metric ^-connection E}k is skew-
symmetric in all the indices, in order that the E}k may be half -symmetric, from
(1. 9)' and (1. 13) it is necessary that

(1. 27) φijk=ψίbcφb.jφc.k

holds.

Conversely, since (1. 13) is obtained from (1. 27) and (1. 9)', this is also sufficient.

Summarizing the above we have the following

THEOREM 1. 4. In an Hermitian manifold M2n, when the torsion tensor Sijk of
the metric φ-connection Ejk is skew- symmetric in all the indices, a necessary and
sufficient condition that the connection Ejk may be half -symmetric is that

(1. 27) ψijk^ψίbcφ^jφ^k

holds.

N.B. (1. 27) is equivalent to

(1. 27)' φijCφ
c.k=φiki>φ*j
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which shows that φijoφ
c.k is symmetric with respect to j and k. Consequently, this

shows that φiJGφ
c.k is symmetric with respect to i and k.

§2. Determination of semi-symmetric metric ^-connection on an Hermitian
manifold.

We suppose that an Hermitian manifold M2n (ga(x), φl.j(x)) is conformal to a
Kahlerian manifold M2n (§ιj(x), ψ\j(x)).

That is, we suppose that there exists a suitable function σ(x) such that

(2. 1)

hold.

φίj(x) = Qia(x)φ^j(x\ φίj(x) = §ta(x)φ?j(x)

are both skew-symmetric with respect to i and j and

(2. 2) <f>ij(x)=e°™frj(x)

holds. Since §ιj(x) defines a Kahlerian metric,

( Ni.jk=φ^φi.a9j-φi.j9a)-φ?j(φ^a9k-φt.kta) = 09

(2. 3)
1 φij,k+φjk,i+φkt,j=v

hold and vice-versa. Now if we denote the covariant differentiation with respect to

the Christoffel symbol {£} of a Kahlerian metric gtj(x) as 9 %, (2. 3) can be rewritten
as follows:

ί (ΫJψia, — 9 aφίj)ψ?k — (Pkfiia — Vaψίk)ψ?j = 0,
(2. 4)

This is, as is well known, equivalent to

(2. 5) ?<&*=

Since we have from (2. 2)

+ (σ, i<Pjk+<?, jψkί + σ, kψij)

is obtained. Since g^3 is a Kahlerian metric, taking notice of (2. 3), we get

(2. 6) <pijk=a,i<pjk+(r,j<pki + <7,k(p>ij.

Contracting on both sides of this with φJk,
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(2.7) p<6βp
6c=2(«-l>,t

is obtained, so substituting this into (2.6), we have,

(2. 8) φίjk= 2(n—i\ (w*ffito°+

Summing up, we see that in order that an Hermitian manifold M2n (n*l) (QΪJ, φΐj)
may be conformal to a Kahlerian manifold M2n, it is necessary that (2. 8) holds.

Conversely, for n>2 if (2. 8) holds, it is known that an Hermitian manifold
M2n is conformal to a Kahlerian manifold M2n. (See [3], [4].)

Summarizing the above, we have the following well known

THEOREM 2. 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a 2n (n>2) dimensional
Hermitian manifold M2n may be conformal to a Kahlerian manifold M2n is that

(2. 8) φijk = — - — - (ψjkψibc + ψkίψjbe + φίj<f>kbc)φbc

holds.

Now, since (1. 18) and (2. 8) are the same, from Proposition 1. 2, Theorem 1. 3
and Theorem 2. 1, we get the following

THEOREM 2. 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that a 2n (n>2) dimensional
almost Hermitian manifold M2n may admit a semi- symmetric metric φ-connection is
that the M2n is conformal to a Kahlerian manifold.

If an almost Hermitian manifold M2n (n>2) admits a semi-symmetric metric
^-connection, from (1. 15)

holds. And since

holds from (1. 17) and (2. 7), when we substitute this into the above expression,
we have

Sijk= -j- (δjσ,k—δiσ, j+φz.jφc.kσ,c—φτ.kφ*jσ, δ).

Consequently, from this

Sjk

τ= -j- (gj*0taσ, a-δjσ, k-φjkφ
il)σ, b + φ*jφ**σ, 6)

holds. Hence substituting these results into (1. 5),

(2. 9) £/*
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is obtained. On the other hand, as is well known from (2. 1), since

•̂  1

holds, substituting this into (2. 9), we have

*= U) + (̂ , t+ίPΪ^V, c),

namely

(2.10) £J*=

This is the semi-symmetric metric ^-connection.

Summarizing the above, we have the following

THEOREM 2. 3. The semi- symmetric metric φ-connection E}ic(x) that a 2n (n>2)

dimensional Hermitian manifold MZn (QIJ(X) = £σ(α0{7z/#), $0?/#)) conformal to a

Kάhlerian manifold M2n (g%j(x\ φΐjW) admits is given by

(2.10) £J*={
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